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All-new flavors and ideas for the revolutionary bite-size delights that have taken the marketplace by

storm.   The ingenious invention of the BabycakesÂ® cupcake maker has been met with

unprecedented popularity and this resulted in 175 Best BabycakesÂ® Cupcake Maker Recipes

becoming a runaway bestseller. The creative and sumptuous recipes resonated with consumers

and retailers alike -- fun, bite-sized enjoyment without the guilt.  This incredible popularity and

demand has prompted another book on the topic -- more in-depth, and with slightly more

sophisticated flavors that reflect both current cupcake trends and old-fashioned delicacies. It's a

complete and wide-ranging cookbook that still features all of the fun of the original but also contains

more detail on specialty uses like holidays, occasions, entertaining, cooking for and with kids,

smaller servings, gluten-free, dairy free and even vegan diets. As well, due to strong consumer

feedback, the savory section has been expanded to feature more appetizers, biscuits and more. 

Dozens of large step-by-step photos at the beginning of the book depict decorating ideas and skills,

providing easy-to-follow inspiration and ideas. They include photos for cupcakes, pie crusts, phyllo

cups, wonton cups and an array of fillings and frostings. Both novice and experienced bakers will

appreciate these detailed photos.  Packed with fun, flavor and delectable cake morsels of every

imaginable flavor, color and coating, the incredibly creative chapters offer unique ideas for countless

recipes and occasions. They'll take you from breakfast and after-school snacks to bridal showers

and elegant parties.
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Some good and easy recipes. I just wish it had pictures for all the recipes. Sometimes I just get

mixes from the store and look in the book on how to add some extra kick to the mix. Great ideas in

the book. Also, there are a lot of helpful tips.These are ALWAYS a big hit in my office and if you

don't have a babycakes maker-- get one right now! It is so easy to make and clean up! I only wish it

used standard mini cupcake liners.

I was excited when I saw this book had GF recipes so I bought it. Some recipes are GF but they are

not low carb gluten free. This is a good book for a person who loves to bake but does not like to use

the oven. My MIL and daughter like the recipies included although find some a bit too sweet,

however the recipes are really good ones in this cookbook and sized for the cupcake maker - a real

plus! Also, this book has some good suggestions for savory products that can be cooked in the

cupcake maker. Good book for showing how versatile the Babycakes Cupcake makers really are.

Would not recommend for the gluten free recipes though.

I really like this book. I have made several recipes from it and they have all been delicious. Definitely

recommend it
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